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On Differential Operators permutable with Lie
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(Comm. by M. FUZIWARA, M.I.., June 12, 1937.)

1. In the present paper, we shall generalize Casimir’s theoremD on
semi-simple continuous groups, which may be stated as follows:

Let X, X, X generate a semi-simple continuous group and
satisfy the law of compositions such that

[x, x] cx, (i, k= 1, 2, r)

If (g) denotes the inverse matrix of the coeffcien$ matrix (CCL) of
Cartan’s quadratic form

(, ) C%CL
then the differential operator of the second order

P(X)=gX,X
is permutable with every element X, that is,

XP(X) P(X)X (,o 1, 2, r)

By means of this theorem, Profs. B. L. van der Waerden,) H. Casimir
and Richard Brauer) gave the algebraic proof of Weyl’s theorem that
all reducible representations of semi-simple continuous group are com-
pletely reducible.

2. In general, we assume that an r-parametric continuous group
G of transformation is generated by r infinitesimal transformations

X (x x- x") (,o- 1, 2, r)
Xk

where e(x. ,) are analytic in a neighborhood of the origin.
Then, we consider the symmetric differential operators of the -th order,
defined as follows:

Po(X) g P X) gX

where
g,=g,
gi... g... etc.,

p(x)=gXX
P(X) gS... xx,xs. x
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and we form
P(X) P(X) 2 "-.-xx x.

First, we have
Theorem 1. If a symmetric polynomial P(A) be an absolute in-

variant of the contragredient adoint group H* generated by r in-
finitesima transformations

E* AC$
A

(, 1, 2, ., r)

then the corresponding differential operator P(X) is permutable with
every element X, that is

Proof.

we get

XP(X) P(X)X, (,o= 1, 2, r).

By the law of compositions

[X, X] CX-E*X (,o, k-- 1, 2, r)

EeX"X e-x’’ e Xe
Now, for the sake of simplicity, we consider a particular case where

P(X)=gXX
then, we have

exP(X)e-x gexX e-x exX e-x

gikeE E*Xe X.
Hence, supposing that a symmetric polynomial P(A) is an absolute
invariant of the contragredient adjoint group H*, it follows that

(=1, 2, r),eXp(x) P(X) ex-,
(=1, 2, r).

that is
XP(X)=P(X)X

Remark. In order that we exclude the condition of symmetry, we
have to consider an invariant bilinear form P(A, A*)=- * insteady .zxi-’Xk

of an invariant quadratic form P(A)=g’AA,.
Corollary. If a complete system of linear partial differenHal equa-

tions
E* F(A)= O, (o 1, 2, r)

has s independent symmetric solutions F(A), F,.(A), F,(A), then
arbitrary function 2(F(X), F(X), F.(X)) of F(X}, F.(X),
F.(X), is permutable with every element X,.

3. Let the parameter group) Go of G be generated by r in-
finitesima transformations

1) K Toyoda: ScienCe Reports of the Tohoku Imperial University, 24 (1935), 269.
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=a,,(. ,P’) (--1, 2, r)
02

where 2 denote canonical parameters and a(0)= is Kronecker’s
delta.

Then, we have
Theorem 2. I order that

P(A)= ] P(A)
0

etc olol P(A), (r=O, 1, ) s a bsoute varat of
the roup H*.

PrL I we sup that

P(A) A+AA=0,
we get

% a()a()+ ()

whence we obin 0 and conquently O.
AI, we have
Threm 3. L P(z) be
deet X (X) b absdu of roup G.

If f() be soluto of th derta eqto

P(x)f()=(),

f(e) also souto of the sa dreta eqat.
Prof. I f(z) a lution o the partial differential equation

then we get
P(X)f(z)=g(z)

P(X)f(exx) P(X)eXf(x) eXP(X)f(x)

eXg(x) --g(x).

4. Finally, we shall give another proof for Casimir’s theorem, which
runs as follows.

Theorem 4. /f X, X2, X generate a semi-simple continuous
Cgroup and (g% be the inverse matrix of the coecient matrix C}

of Cartan’s quadratic form
(, ) ccL’

then the differential operator of the second order

P(X)=gXX

is permutable with every element X.
Proof. Since Cartan’s quadratic form
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is an absolute invariant of the adjoint group) H generated by in-
finitesima transformations

E=-C (=1,2, r)

we have
EJ)+e(EJ,

EJ) O
whence

a CagC/g ’-O,

Therefore, we obtain

(,,, i,k=1,2, ,r).

(w,i,k=l, 2, ,r),

which shows that the symmetric quadratic form

P(A)=gAA

is an absolute invariant of the contragredient adjoint group H*, therefore
by means of Theorem I we can prove the following

Corollary. If X, X., X generate a semi-simple continuous
group, then the determinants of all matrices (C$k), (w=l, 2, r),
vanish simultaneously.

Furthemore, we have
Theorem 5.2) In order that a continuous group G contains an

dement other than the identical element in the central, it is necessary
and suffwient that there exists a differential operator P(X) of the first
order which is permutable with every element X.

Proof. If a differential operator of the first order

P(X) g+g X
is permutable with every element X, then we have

oAC=OE*P(A)= (=1, 2, ,r),

which shows that gX is contained in the central.
Remark. But, if G is a soluble group generated by X, X2 such that

[X, X2]=X, then G has no differential operator P(X) permutable with
every element X,.

1) K. Toyoda" Science Reports of the Tohoku Imperial University, 25 (1936), 621.
2) This theorem was remarked by Prof. Kbsaku Yosida. ([ _h ,

1 ).


